
CHICHESTER CRUISER RACING CLUB
Race Instructions

These Race Instructions are to be read in conjunction with the CCRC Sailing Instructions for the year.

Race No. NA Sat 20th Oct 2018 Commodore’s Bender Fixed Time Race to Portsmouth

PRO/RO Bob Garrett Intrepid

Start Time Alpha fleet

Beta fleet

1100 (pennant 3)

1100 (pennant 4)

Both fleets will race using the CCRC progressive 
handicap as calculated by the Handicapping Officer and
for a single fleet result.

Course The concept for this race is based on one run by CCRC in the 1950s and described by the Commodore in his
70th Dinner Speech.

This is a four hour race, starting at Chi (passed to starboard) and finishing at Gleeds (passed to starboard) at
1500. Boats finishing before 1400 or after 1600 are disqualified.

The course that you take from the start to finish is up to each skipper to decide. The object is to sail as many 
miles as possible in the 4 hours. Each boat must keep a log noting the time they round marks (within 30 
metres) in the CCRC list of buoys for 2018 together with the name of the buoy and the side it is left (e.g. 
“1216, Winner, to Starboard”). No mark may be rounded more than once. The log must be provided to the 
Commodore on arrival at Gosport. A penalty of 0.5 miles will be subtracted from the mileage for every three 
minutes (or part of) after 1500 and before the 1600 end time.

The winner will be the boat which has completed the most miles measured directly from buoy to buoy from 
the start to the finish, rounding each buoy only once. The mileage will be calculated from the list of buoys 
each boat submits as having been rounded using the absolute distances between the buoys according to the
Commodore’s plotter, adjusted with any penalty as above and according to the individual CCRC progressive 
handicap.

Start Mark Chi (left to starboard).
The start will be a CCRC Rolling Start with the PRO/RO boat sailing with the wind on its starboard beam 
away from Chi. The only flag to be shown will be the CCRC large flag. Start signals will be via VHF Ch 37.

Finish Line Gleeds (left to starboard)
Take your own time and provide this together with the log (see above and overleaf) to the Commodore in 
Gosport or by email to commodore@ccrc.co.uk no later than 1730hrs after the race.

Time Limit 5 hours from the start.

Social The evening will start with pontoon (depending on the weather) drinks (bring your own) at 6pm.

Menu The dinner will take place on CCRC boats in Hasler Marina Gosport. It will be a Safari Supper which for 
those of you who have not been on a CCRC cruise means each crew has a different course on a different 
boat so making for a very sociable mix-up!

The Commodore/Commodorable will prepare and provide a home-cooked fish pie (no shellfish) for the main 
course for re-heating by designated boats who will add to this herbie/garlic bread and a salad as their 
contribution. Other boats will be designated to provide a starter or a dessert for a number they will be notified 
of. Depending on who participates it may that the starter will be eaten on the pontoon “in-group” or, if weather
dictates, on larger boats.

Note that the essence of a Safari Supper is not gourmet but simple food which can be easily prepared or 
completed, served and eaten on a boat; the object is a social occasion not a banquet! There is no charge as 
everyone contributes. Each boat takes their own drinks, plates, glasses, cutlery, etc. from boat to boat but 
final details will be announced when we know who is participating.

Mooring Haslar Marina in the visitors’ area. Book as below.

Book via the CCRC web  (www.ccrc.co.uk/events/bender2018) site by date 8pm Tuesday 16th Oct.

Chichester 
Entrance Tidal 
Information

HW 0932 BST 4.0
LW 1452 BST 1.8

Notes 1. Any VHF communication by or with the RO shall be on Channel M (37)
2. The RO will not respond to calls from 5mins before the warning signal until after the final starting signal of 
the sequence.
3. The Commodore reserves the right, in extremis, to modify any elements of the race prior to the start.
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Commodore’s Bender Vessel Race Log

Complete this and present to the Commodore on arrival at Hasler Marina or by text/email by 
6pm on the day of the race.

Yacht name:

Time Name of Mark Rounded/Passed
(within 30metres)

Mark Passed to 
Port/Starboard

1100 Chi Starboard

Finish Time:

Commodore’s Results Calculation (for Commodores use only)

Miles from Commodore’s plotter:

Penalty miles:

Resulting miles:

CCRC Handicap:

Final Miles:
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	Commodore’s Bender Vessel Race Log

